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Abstract

Local search (LS) belongs to the core components of most state-of-the-art metaheuristics for vehicle rout-

ing problems (VRPs). Over the last decades, many variants of LS using different neighborhood operators,

exploration strategies, and speedup techniques have been developed. These design choices can critically

influence the performance of a LS in terms of both solution quality and computational effort. Despite the

importance of LS in metaheuristics for VRPs, systematic investigations on the impact and importance of

different design decisions in LS are nonexistent even for basic VRP variants, and clear recommendations

on meaningful combinations of these decisions are not available. In this paper, we systematically study the

impact of design decisions in a granular LS for the capacitated VRP (CVRP). To this end, we compare the

performance of a large number of algorithmic variants of the granular LS on two CVRP benchmark sets. We

use a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine non-dominated algorithmic variants, and we use performance

profiles to visualize the results with regards to solution quality and runtime. In this way, we are able to

identify good combinations of decisions and give final design recommendations on granular LS. Although

our computational analysis is limited to the CVRP, we expect our findings to be transferable to other VRP

variants to a large extent.
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1 Introduction

The family of vehicle routing problems (VRPs) is one of the most widely studied classes of combinatorial

optimization problems. Its archetypical variant, the classical capacitated VRP (CVRP), can be defined on a

complete directed graph G = (V,A). The vertex set is given by V = 0 ∪ Vc, where 0 is the depot and Vc
is the set of customers. The set of arcs A = Ac ∪ Ad is the union of the customer arc set Ac = {(i, j) |
i, j ∈ Vc, i 6= j} and the depot arc set Ad = {(i, j) | i ∈ Vc, j = 0 ∨ i = 0, j ∈ Vc}. A cost cij and a travel

time tij are associated with each arc (i, j) ∈ A. A nonnegative demand qi is associated with each vertex

i ∈ V (q0 = 0 for the depot). A homogeneous fleet of K vehicles with capacity Q is located at the depot

to perform the customer visits. A solution to the CVRP is a set of vehicle routes, such that each customer is

visited exactly once and the capacity limits of the vehicles are respected. It is optimal if it is cost-minimal.

The great success of VRPs as a research topic stems from the fact that they are both theoretically challenging

(they are NP-hard) and of high relevance in transportation planning (see, e.g. Toth and Vigo 2014)—both

as standalone problems and as part of integrated problems like in location routing, inventory routing, and

production routing. Realistically-sized instances of even basic VRP variants can typically not be solved

to proven optimality in reasonable time. State-of-the-art exact solution approaches for basic VRPs, which

are very often based on branch-price-and-cut (see Costa et al. 2019), in general already exhibit long and

unpredictable computation times for instances of 50–200 customers. This leaves heuristics as the only viable

alternative for solving larger VRP instances with fast response times. Local search (LS) is a simple yet

successful heuristic method that has been applied to many combinatorial optimization problems. LS methods

iteratively and systematically modify a given solution in order to reach better solutions. In early research on

VRPs, LS was used as a standalone method to tackle traveling salesman problems (TSPs) and VRPs (e.g.,

Lin 1965, Kindervater and Savelsbergh 1997), but these pure LS implementations are no longer state of the

art. However, successful metaheuristics feature diversification and intensification techniques: diversification

mechanisms try to ensure that the metaheuristic search is guided to explore large parts of the solution space

and to overcome local optima, intensification components focus on an in-depth exploration of promising

areas of the solution space. LS remains important as an extremely popular intensification component in

metaheuristics for VRPs.

Independent of their usage, as standalone methods or as components of metaheuristic algorithms, LS methods

must be realized in the most efficient manner possible, i.e., speedup techniques to accelerate the search of

the neighborhood have to be used. One possibility to speed up the search is to find an intelligent order

in which the neighborhood moves are evaluated. Examples of such techniques are lexicographic search

(Savelsbergh 1990) and sequential search (Irnich et al. 2006). Second, so-called locality tracking methods

make use of the fact that LS moves only affect small parts of the solution, and therefore it is not necessary

to reevaluate the large majority of other potential moves after a certain move has been applied (see, e.g.,

Beek et al. 2018). The third possibility is the pruning of neighborhoods, i.e., to heuristically reduce the size

of the neighborhoods. A very popular example is granular search—an implementation of the candidate list

strategy—introduced in Toth and Vigo (2003). Granular search has successfully been applied within both

standalone LS (Moretti Branchini et al. 2009) and metaheuristic approaches like tabu search (TS, Toth and

Vigo 2003, Schneider et al. 2017), genetic algorithms (Vidal et al. 2012), and variable neighborhood search

(VNS, Labadie et al. 2012, Escobar et al. 2014a).

The concrete definition of a basic LS requires many different, potentially dependent design choices like the
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selection of neighborhood operators, the use of speedup techniques (e.g., granular search), or the pivoting

rule (e.g., first vs. best improvement). These design choices can critically influence the performance a LS in

terms of both solution quality and computational effort. Surprisingly, systematic investigations on the impact

and importance of different design decisions are not existent even for basic VRP variants, and recommen-

dations on meaningful combinations of these decisions are not available. In this paper, we systematically

study the impact of design decisions in a granular LS (GLS) for the CVRP. To this end, we compare the

performance of a large number of algorithmic variants of the GLS on two CVRP benchmark sets. Using

statistical tests, we identify good combinations of decisions and give final design recommendations for GLS.

Although our computational analysis is limited to the CVRP as the most basic VRP variant, we expect our

findings to transfer to a large part also to VRP variants including additional constraints.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the related literature.

Section 3 gives a detailed description of GLS and its components, and explains the different design decisions.

Section 4 describes our test design, the techniques that we use to assess the performance of the algorithmic

variants, and our extensive computational studies on the performance of the algorithmic variants together

with clear design recommendations. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related literature

Hansen and Mladenović (2006) examine and compare the performance of first and best improvement as piv-

oting rules for a 2-opt LS for the TSP. The authors find that for random starting solutions, best improvement

provides worse results than first improvement. When using starting solutions constructed by a greedy or

nearest neighbor heuristic, however, best improvement is better and faster on average. Mjirda et al. (2017)

study the behavior of several sequential variable neighborhood descent (VND) strategies for the TSP (stan-

dalone and within a VNS), using the neighborhood operators 2-opt, relocate, and string-relocate with strings

of length two (see also Section 3.1). The authors find that using a construction heuristic is superior to starting

from random solutions and that the behavior of first and best improvement as pivoting rules is the same as

reported in Hansen and Mladenović (2006).

Arnold and Sörensen (2019) study different aspects of LS within a guided local search for the CVRP. Besides

analyzing several design choices related to the guided local search framework, they compare different neigh-

borhoods and pruning strategies for the LS. The authors observe that larger neighborhoods help to find better

solutions and that smaller neighborhoods do not find improving moves faster than larger neighborhoods even

at the beginning of the search. This behavior is attributed to the effective pruning of the neighborhoods.

Finally, Lü et al. (2011) study LS components for the curriculum-based course timetabling problem, both as

standalone method and within different metaheuristic frameworks. The authors experimentally analyze the

characteristics of different neighborhoods and their combinations by evaluating their search capability using

the criteria: percentage of improving neighbors, improvement strength, and number of search steps.

3 Designing granular search for the capacitated VRP

LS improves a given solution by iteratively applying small local changes, so-called moves, until a local

optimum with respect to the considered neighborhood operators (see Section 3.1) is reached. To speed up
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the search, we do not search entire neighborhoods but instead use granularization to reduce the size of the

neighborhoods to traverse (Section 3.2). The concrete strategy to explore the given neighborhoods is given

by (i) the pivoting rule used to define the search for an improving neighbor within the search neighborhood,

and (ii) the definition of the complete search neighborhood based on the selection and order of applying the

neighborhood operators (Section 3.3).

3.1 Neighborhood operators

Given a current solution x and a list of neighborhood operatorsN , each individual neighborhood operator (or

simply neighborhood) η ∈ N generates a set of neighboring solutions Nη(x). With slight abuse of notation,

we use the ∈-operator also to denote that an entry is contained in a list. The list of neighborhood operatorsN
used to define the complete search neighborhood is a crucial design decision in LS because the probability

of finding neighboring solutions with larger gains increases with each additional neighborhood operator, but

this comes at the cost of exploring the additional neighborhood.

Funke et al. (2005) provide a detailed overview and analysis of the most relevant neighborhood operators

for solving VRPs. We restrict our analysis to the following seven operators, whose size is quadratic in

the number of vertices of the given problem instance (abbreviations of the operator names are given in

parentheses).

2-opt (2) is used in intraroute fashion only and removes two non-consecutive arcs from a route, inverts the

vertex segment between the removed arcs, and inserts two new arcs to regenerate a feasible route.

2-opt* (2*) is used in interroute fashion only and removes one arc from each route and reconnects the first

part of the first route with the second part of the second route and vice versa.

relocate (rel) moves a vertex from its current position to a different one in the same (intraroute) or in a

different route (interroute).

exchange (ex) swaps the position of two vertices within the same or between different routes.

string-relocate (strel) relocates a string of up to `r contiguous vertices within the same route or between

different routes. To restrict the search effort, we limit ourselves to `r = 3.

string-exchange (stex) is used in intra- and interroute fashion and exchanges two nonoverlapping vertex

strings of up to `e vertices each. To omit double-checking of exchange and string-relocate moves, we

impose that both strings are nonempty and together they cover at least three vertices. We thus evaluate

`2e − 1 combinations of string lengths. To limit the search effort, we use `e = 3.

string-exchange-inverted (stexi) is also used in intra- and interroute fashion and differs from string-exchange

in the fact that both strings are inverted before they are reinserted. We again impose that both strings

are nonempty and together cover at least three vertices, thus evaluating `2i − 1 combinations of string

lengths. To limit the search effort, we use `i = 3.

More detailed information on the above operators can, e.g., be found in Funke et al. (2005).
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3.2 Granularization

In granular search (Toth and Vigo 2003), neighborhoods are traversed based on a so-called list of generator

arcsAg. A generator arc (i, j) ∈ Ag in combination with a neighborhood operator η ∈ N (and the length(s)

of the string(s) in case of the string operators introduced above) uniquely identifies a move. More precisely,

the generator arc (i, j) modifies the solution in a manner that after application of the move, vertex i is

followed by vertex j in the resulting solution, and all other arcs to be removed and added are specified. Note

that this does not mean that only generator arcs can be inserted because all neighborhood operators insert

more than one arc into the solution.

To speed up the neighborhood traversal, we use granular neighborhoods, i.e., we reduce the size of a neigh-

borhood by only keeping promising arcs in the list of generator arcs Ag. A so-called sparsification criterion

(e.g., arc length) is used to sort the arcs contained in the original arc set, and a sparsification factor π deter-

mines the percentage of the sorted arcs to keep. For instance, we could keep the 20% of shortest feasible

arcs in a CVRP problem instance as generator arcs. Given the current solution x, the granular neighborhood

Nη(x,Ag(π)) is the set of all solutions that is generated by neighborhood operator η ∈ N with the sorted

and truncated list of generator arcs Ag(π).

Dynamic sparsification, i.e., adapting the strength of sparsification during the search, has been successfully

used in several applications of granular search, e.g., in Labadie et al. (2012) for an orienteering problem, or

in Escobar et al. (2014b) for the multidepot VRP. We realize dynamic sparsification by means of a list Π

containing multiple sparsification factors in increasing order. If in one iteration of the GLS we are not able

to find an improving move after traversing all neighborhoods, we try with the next sparsification factor in Π.

This process is repeated until either an improving solution can be found, or we end up with a local optimum

after searching with the largest π ∈ Π. If an improving solution is found, the next iteration of the GLS again

starts with the smallest π ∈ Π.

In addition, a separate treatment of customer arcsAc, i.e., arcs connecting two customers, and depot arcsAd,

i.e., arcs connecting a depot with a customer, proved to be clearly beneficial in the context of a granular TS

for the VRP with time windows (Schneider et al. 2017). We implement this feature as follows: We keep two

separate lists, one for the customer arcs and one for the depot arcs. Each time a generator arc list is created,

both lists are sorted independently according to the sparsification criterion, and then, they are truncated using

the same sparsification factor π. Finally, both lists are merged, and the resulting list is sorted according to

the sparsification criterion, yielding Ag(π).

3.3 Exploration strategy

The strategy to explore the neighborhoods described above is determined by the selected pivoting rule (Sec-

tion 3.3.1) and the way in which the neighborhoods are traversed in the complete search neighborhood

(Section 3.3.2).

3.3.1 Pivoting rules

In each iteration of the GLS, the goal is to find a neighbor within the complete search neighborhood that is

admissible with regards to the pivoting rule. We investigate the following five well-known pivoting rules:
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first improvement (FI): Apply the first move that leads to a solution with better objective function value.

k-first improvement (k-FI): Search until k improving moves have been found and apply the one with the

strongest improvement.

randomized-k-first improvement (r-k-FI): In each iteration, draw a uniformly distributed random integer

u ∈ [1, k], then use u-first improvement.

k-sequential improvement (k-SI): Search until k new best moves have been found and apply the k-th.

Note that, in contrast to the previous strategies, a sequentially improving move does not only need to

improve on the current solution x, but also needs to improve on the best move found in the iteration so

far.

best improvement (BI): Apply the best move found.

3.3.2 Definition of complete search neighborhood

We investigate two frequently used schemes to define the complete search neighborhood of each iteration of

our GLS, namely as composite neighborhood over all neighborhood operators or as a variable neighborhood

descent (VND) on a sorted list of the neighborhood operators.

Composite neighborhood: In each iteration, the search considers the union of all neighborhood operators,

i.e.,
⋃
η∈N Nη(x,Ag(π)). To prevent biasing the search towards moves found by certain neighborhood

operators, operators are not completely searched before switching to the next one, but the generator

arc list is traversed in sorted order, and for each generator arc (i, j) ∈ Ag(π), the move defined by

each neighborhood operator η ∈ N (traversed in the order given in Section 3.1) is evaluated.

VND: In each iteration, the neighborhood operators are traversed according to increasing complexity, which

corresponds to the order given in Section 3.1. Contrary to the composite neighborhood, VND always

completely searches all moves of a specific neighborhood Nη(x,Ag(π)) before moving to the next

neighborhood, i.e., for each operator η ∈ N , all possible moves {((i, j), η, x), (i, j) ∈ Ag(π)} are

evaluated in the order given by the generator arc list Ag(π). If at least one improving neighbor is

found in a certain neighborhood, no additional neighborhoods are searched, i.e., the search continues

with the next iteration. This is also true if the improving neighbor is not admissible with regards to

the pivoting rule. Thus, even if the pivoting rule aims to find additional improving neighbors, more

complex neighborhood operators are only evaluated if no improving solution has been found.

Algorithms 1 and 2 show pseudocodes of one local search iteration using a composite neighborhood and a

VND, respectively. For-loops over the entries of a list, e.g., for η ∈ N , are assumed to iterate over the entries

of a list in the given order. The counters rimp and rsimp keep track of the numbers of identified improving

and sequentially improving moves. The method pivotingRule(rimp , rsimp) determines whether an admissible

neighbor according to the pivoting rule has been found.

4 Computational studies

In this section, we present our experimental analysis of the different GLS variants. Section 4.1 describes

the benchmark instances and computing environment. In Section 4.2, we detail the test design, i.e., which
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Algorithm 1: composite neighborhood

1 input: current solution x
2 for π ∈ Π
3 rimp , rsimp ← 0
4 xbest ← ∅; c(xbest)←∞
5 for (i, j) ∈ Ag(π)
6 for η ∈ N
7 x′ ← move((i, j), η, x)
8 if c(x′) < c(x)
9 rimp ← rimp + 1

10 if c(x′) < c(xbest)
11 xbest ← x′

12 rsimp ← rsimp + 1

13 if pivotingRule(rimp , rsimp)
14 return xbest
15 if xbest 6= ∅
16 return xbest
17 return ∅

Algorithm 2: VND

1 input: current solution x
2 for π ∈ Π
3 for η ∈ N
4 rimp , rsimp ← 0
5 xbest ← ∅; c(xbest)←∞
6 for (i, j) ∈ Ag(π)
7 x′ ← move((i, j), η, x)
8 if c(x′) < c(x)
9 rimp ← rimp + 1

10 if c(x′) < c(xbest)
11 xbest ← x′

12 rsimp ← rsimp + 1

13 if pivotingRule(rimp , rsimp)
14 return xbest
15 if xbest 6= ∅
16 return xbest
17 return ∅

combinations of algorithmic features are investigated. Section 4.3 explains how the performance of different

algorithmic variants is evaluated. The main insights for the design of GLS methods for the CVRP are

discussed in Section 4.4.

4.1 Benchmark instances and computational environment

We use a subset of the CVRP benchmark instances of Irnich et al. (2006) (IFG) and the entire benchmark set

of Uchoa et al. (2017) (UPPPVS). The IFG set comprises a total of 600 instances, which are grouped into ten

series that differ with regards to the coefficient of variation of the demand distribution. To keep the compu-

tational effort in a reasonable range, we restrict ourselves to the first 36 instances of series 1, which contain a

central depot and between 250–1000 customers that are uniformly distributed in the plane. For each instance

size, there are four different demand distributions, generated as follows: customer demands are randomly

drawn from a uniform distribution over [10, 30], and the vehicle capacity is determined by multiplying the

average demand by factors of λ = 25, 50, 75, and 100. This entails that near-optimal solutions should have

an average number of roughly λ customers on each tour.

The UPPPVS set comprises 100 instances that contain between 100 and 1000 customers. Customers are

positioned either randomly, clustered, or random-clustered, and the depot is located either in the center,

the bottom left corner, or at a random point. Seven different types of demand distributions are used that

cover different distributions of the total demand and different coefficients of variation. Vehicle capacities are

determined such that very short, short, medium, long, and very long routes emerge.

The GLS algorithm is implemented in C++ and compiled into 64-bit single-thread code using MS Visual

Studio 2017. All experiments are performed on the c18m partition of the RWTH Aachen computer cluster,

which contains 1032 nodes of the type Intel HNS2600BPB. Every node has 192 GB of memory and contains

two sockets which in turn contain 24 cores each. All cores are clocked at 2.1 GHz.
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4.2 Test design

4.2.1 Feature combinations

We explain how we obtain the final algorithmic variants by making the design choices described in Section 3.

Neighborhood operators: Considering all possible subsets of the seven neighborhood operators described

in Section 3.1 would lead to 27 = 128 possibilities. To keep the number of algorithmic variants reason-

able, we limit the study to the following 17 neighborhood operator subsets. The first subset contains

the four basic operators (2, 2*, rel, ex). Twelve subsets are generated by taking all possibilities of

drawing three of the four basic operators and adding one string-operator (strel, stex, stexi). Three sub-

sets contain all four basic operators and one string-operator, and finally one set contains all operators.

A detailed list of the considered sets of neighborhood operators is given in the appendix.

Granularization: Given the convincing results obtained in Toth and Vigo (2003), we use arc length as spar-

sification criterion in all algorithmic variants. In addition, all variants use separate lists for depot and

customer arcs as explained above. Concerning the dynamic sparsification, we consider the following

three variants that differ in the strength of sparsification (defined by their respective Π vector):

• strong: Π = (0.025, 0.05, 0.1)

• medium: Π = (0.05, 0.1, 0.2)

• weak: Π = (0.075, 0.15, 0.3)

Pivoting rules: We investigate the five pivoting rules FI, k-FI, r-k-FI, k-SI, and BI using k = 10 for k-FI

and r-k-FI and k = 3 for k-SI in our experiments.

Definition of complete search neighborhood: A composite neighborhood definition as well as a VND set-

ting are tested.

An (algorithmic) variant ω is defined by selecting one of the predefined values for each of the features

listed above. Let Ω denote the set of all variants. Because no incompatible settings exist, we have |Ω| =

17 × 3 × 5 × 2 = 510 different variants. Each of these variants is run on each of the problem instances

described in Section 4.1 starting from 5000 initial solutions that are generated as described in the following

section.

4.2.2 Construction heuristics

We aim to generate a set of initial solutions that is as diverse as possible to cover a broad range of the search

space. To this end, we use five randomized construction heuristics (nearest neighbor, nearest insertion, ran-

dom insertion, accelerated best insertion, savings) and generate 1000 different and feasible initial solutions

with each of them. Nearest neighbor is the only sequential approach, the remaining four are parallel. Details

about the construction heuristics are provided in the following paragraphs.
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Nearest neighbor We randomly select one of the five customers that are closest to the last customer added

to the solution, and we either connect the two (if this is capacity feasible), or we open a new route containing

only the selected customer if this leads to a smaller cost increase. In the latter case, we close the previous

route. We start with the customer with the smallest index and repeat the process until all customers are

routed.

Insertion heuristics In the three insertion heuristics, we select a certain set of unrouted customers in each

iteration. For each of them, we consider the insertion moves that either open a new route containing only

this customer or that insert the customer into any existing route in capacity-feasible fashion. We order these

moves (over all the unrouted customers to be inserted) according to cost and randomly select the insertion

to carry out from the five most cost-effective ones (if less than five possibilities exist, we randomly select

among the remaining moves). The process is repeated until all customers are included in the solution.

The three variants of the insertion heuristic differ with regards to how the set of unrouted customers to be

inserted is selected in each iteration:

• Random: only a single customer to be inserted is randomly selected from the yet unrouted customers.

• Nearest: starts with the customer with the smallest index in the first iteration, and afterwards a random

one of the five unrouted customers with the minimum distance to any of the routed customers is chosen.

• Accelerated best: in the first iteration, the customer with the minimal distance to the depot is inserted.

Afterwards, not only a single customer is considered for insertion, but all unrouted customers within

a certain proximity of the already routed customers are taken into consideration. There is of course a

tradeoff between the number of considered customers and the runtime. Preliminary tests showed that

considering the 20% nearest customers of each routed customer leads to good results within reasonable

runtimes.

Savings The savings heuristic iteratively merges routes, starting from a set of dedicated routes each serving

a single customer. A merge connects the last customer of a route with the first customer of another route, or

vice versa. We obtain randomized solutions by first sorting the savings in decreasing order and then shuffling

items as follows: Starting from the largest saving, with a probability of 0.3, each list entry is swapped with

one of the five subsequent entries selected at random. Then, the merges are performed in the order given by

the shuffled list. Merges are only performed if they respect vehicle capacities.

4.3 Performance assessment

Our aim is to compare the performance of heuristic algorithms, but in general, the considered algorithmic

variants will generate different local optima within different runtimes for each problem instance. Our ap-

proach to deal with the underlying tradeoff between solution quality and runtime is to get rid of the quality

dimension by defining that a certain variant solves an instance if it reaches, i.e., matches or beats, a certain

target quality on this instance. In this fashion, we use the information on how often a variant solves an

instance for all starting solutions and the time it takes to perform the search runs to compute an average

solution time for an instance that already comprises solution quality.
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More precisely, given an instance to solve, for each pair of algorithmic variant and initial solution index

(ω, s), GLS returns a local optimum with objective value z̃ωs in tωs seconds. We compute the relative gap

ρωs to a target objective value ẑ in percent, the latter given by the best objective value found over all variants

and initial solutions for the given instance (i.e., ẑ = min(ω,s) z̃ωs):

ρωs = ((z̃ωs − ẑ)/ẑ) · 100.

Based on the computed relative gaps and a maximum accepted deviation (target quality) γ ≥ 0, let C =

{s | ρωs ≤ γ} denote the set of initial solution indices for which a successful run occurs, i.e., for which we

consider the instance as solved. We derive the average time to success of a variant on the given instance as

t̄ω =
maxC∑
s=1

tωs / |C|.

Note that by definition, we discard all runs after the last successful run to avoid dealing with a truncated

observation, which would add little value to the measurements. If no successful run occurs, we set t̄ω =∞.

To compare the performance of the algorithmic variants, we follow the statistical analysis method of Coffin

and Saltzman (2000). Instead of measuring the time required to reach optimality on a problem instance, a

statistical unit now measures the average time to success as defined above. Let ¯̄tω denote the mean of t̄ω over

all considered instances. A variant ω1 is considered better than an alternative ω2 if the average time t̄ω1 is

smaller than t̄ω2 in a consistent manner across the benchmark set. In statistical terms, the null hypothesis is

that GLS behaves similarly with either variant, i.e., H0 : ¯̄tω1 = ¯̄tω2 whereas the alternative hypothesis states

that an impact can be observed, i.e., H1 : ¯̄tω1 <
¯̄tω2 . A variant ω2 is dominated if evidence allows us to

reject H0 at a level of significance α. Non-dominated variants are tested pairwise until a Pareto set Ω? ⊂ Ω

remains. We compute the Pareto set using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with α = 5%, and we set the target

quality to γ = 1%.

To visualize the performance of the algorithmic variants, we use a plot of performance profiles (Dolan and

Moré 2002). In such a plot, each curve—in the first quadrant of a Cartesian coordinate system—represents

the performance profile of one variant on the given instance set. A point (f, p) on a curve means that the

associated variant can solve the proportion p of the instances when given f times the time taken by the

fastest variant to solve each of the respective instances. For the special case of f = 1, each curve shows the

proportion of instances for which the associated variant is the fastest of all variants considered. Because we

are aware of the shortcomings of ranking algorithms based on a visual inspection of performance profiles

(see Gould and Scott (2016)), we only use them as visualization tool. The ranking, i.e., the computation of

the Pareto set of variants, is based on the statistical analysis described above.

Figure 1 depicts the plots of performance profiles for both benchmark sets. Non-dominated variants are

shown using solid lines, dominated variants using dotted lines. As the figure shows, only six variants remain

non-dominated for the IFG set, and only three for the UPPPVS set.

The plots also indicate that there is a correlation between the performance profiles and the statistical domi-

nance tests. That is, the non-dominated variants perform well on average over the full benchmark sets (this is

especially true for the UPPPVS instances): Their profiles are located rather at the top left over the complete

plot meaning that they are among both those variants that solve the most instances, i.e., they reach a large

value of p, and those variants that solve the largest fractions of the instances for any given time factor f . We
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stress that this correlation does not always have to hold.

For example, in the most extreme case, a variant would also be non-dominated if it were very good (the best

variant) for a handful of instances, but unable to solve any of the remaining instances. Such a variant has a

performance profile that sharply goes upward and then remains parallel to the f -axis at some relatively small

value p. The non-dominated curve that peaks at around p = 80% in Figure 1a is a mild example of such

a situation. Even if one would probably discard this variant from the visual inspection of the performance

profiles, it remains non-dominated because of its outstanding performance on a relatively small proportion

of the instance set.
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Figure 2: Performance profiles of all variants on benchmark CVRP instances. Curves are filtered by
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idea. this is a strong argument for using ẑ BKS rather than from the solving scenario. As it is quite
reasonable to keep the objective values ẑ independent An alternative is to inflate the Pareto set by
selectively keeping the dominated variants which identify the best objective values, that is, intuitively
those dominated curves that reach larger proportions. Not clear to me what is the intention of this?
this goes with Gould and Scott (2016) warning about discarding variants. the PP are distorted...
ideally, i think that what remain non-dominated should not distort the PP toomuch compared to the
full data. discarding the lines that reach higher percent in IFG is obvious distortion because we use
the BKS from the run rather than literature.
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3.4 Characteristics of the Pareto set

We only look at the different choices individually. Don’t we also need to show and discuss their
combinations in the non-dominated variants. For example if the two composite go together with the
neighborhood 2/2*/rel/ex/strel there is an insight that we completely loose now. Even more, the
statement ‘neighborhood organization parameter ... is rather irrelevant’ is not true anymore can you
check this Chris? 2x2 and 3x3 i guess We restrict the following analysis to non-dominated variants
and focus on each design decision individually. Figure 4a shows the performance profiles for the IFG
instances highlighting the decision on neighborhood operator selection. Within the six variants that are
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(b) UPPPVS instance set

Figure 1: Plot of performance profiles of all algorithmic variants on the CVRP benchmark instances.

4.4 Analysis of the Pareto set and design recommendations

To derive design recommendations for a (granular) LS for the CVRP, we analyze the non-dominated variants

with regards to their algorithmic features. We focus on each design decision individually before investigating

their combinations.

Neighborhood operators Figure 2 shows the performance profiles for the two instance sets, highlighting

the selection of neighborhood operators. For IFG, four of the six non-dominated variants use all neigh-

borhood operators, and two use the 5-operator subset 2/2*/rel/ex/strel. For UPPPVS, all non-dominated

variants use all neighborhood operators. Remembering that our analysis takes into account the runtime re-

quired to search additional neighborhoods, the results are far from what could be called common knowledge

in designing (granular) LS. Although there clearly exist some papers in which a relatively large number of

neighborhood operators are used (see, e.g., Schneider and Löffler 2019), many VRP papers work with only

three or four operators. Notably, several works explicitly aiming at solving VRP variants in short runtimes

or on solving large-scale VRPs (e.g., Li et al. 2005, Schneider et al. 2017) make do with a rather small

number of neighborhood operators. Our results indicate that this type of decision may not be chiseled in

stone. A deeper analysis of the results obtained by the dominated variants shows that the worst variants are

those that use only four neighborhood operators, especially if these four operators do not include relocate or

string-relocate.
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stress this and give some pointers to that works! With respect to the neighborhood organization
parameter, Figure 4b shows that it is rather irrelevant. The depth parameter appears on Figure 4c
and there also does not appear to be much to say until we remember that best improvement is not
represented at all. Let us put a pin in the claim that the latter option should not be considered and
look at the intensity of granularization as well as results on UPPPVS instances. Figure 4d is adamant
that aggressive granularization is computationally efficient and does not compromise solution quality.
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Figure 4: Performance profiles of non-dominated variants on benchmark IFG instances. Curves are
filtered by parameter value with the number of occurrences in brackets.

Why not show the plots for both variants? The analysis is our main contribution and right now it
is only half a page plus half a page of plots... which other variant?

These trends concerning the parameter values for neighborhood operators, neighborhood organiza-
tion, and depth are confirmed by the non-dominated variants of the UPPPVS instances, which we do
not show for conciseness reasons. However, with respect to the intensity of granularization, Figure 6a
shows retained parameter values and forces us to put things in perspective. For the IFG instances,
all non-dominated variants use aggressive granularization whereas the UPPPVS instances rather re-
tain regular or passive. By contrasting non-dominated variants of UPPPVS on the IFG benchmark
set, Figure 6b allows us to appreciate the importance of an aggressive granularization. Indeed, we
additionally identify non-dominated UPPPVS variants where all parameter values are kept except the
granularization which we enforce to be more aggressive. This gives us four more curves: three with
aggressive (from regular and passive) and one with regular (from passive). It is striking that we can
discern only one of these additional curves. This is because the other three already belong to the IFG
non-dominated variants.

Note that Uchoa-non-dominated variants solve a similar proportion of the instances as the Irnich-non-dominated
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Figure 2: Performance profiles of non-dominated variants grouped according to sets of neighborhood oper-
ators. In the legend, the number of occurrences of each subset is given in brackets.

Overall, our results indicate that a large number of neighborhood operators is beneficial to achieve a good

tradeoff between solution quality and run-time. When working with a reduced number of neighborhood

operators, it seems recommendable to include relocate and/or string-relocate.

Pivoting rules Figure 3 shows the performance profiles for the two instance sets putting the focus on

the selection of the pivoting rule. Although no clear recommendation can be given, first improvement and
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and there also does not appear to be much to say until we remember that best improvement is not
represented at all. Let us put a pin in the claim that the latter option should not be considered and
look at the intensity of granularization as well as results on UPPPVS instances. Figure 4d is adamant
that aggressive granularization is computationally efficient and does not compromise solution quality.
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Figure 3: Performance profiles of non-dominated variants grouped according to selected pivoting rule.

sequential improvement are found superior to the other options. Interestingly, best improvement is not used

in any of the non-dominated algorithmic variants. The superior behavior of first and sequential improvement

over best improvement may be explained by the design of GLS: because the generator arc lists are sorted

from most to least promising arc, we assume that a first improvement search returns moves that are often

almost as good as the best moves but are found in much shorter time.

Our results are in stark contrast to common practice in the CVRP literature, where best improvement has been

utilized in a fair share of papers. This decision should at least be critically questioned, especially when using
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some type of guided search in which good moves are supposed to be found early and if best improvement

is selected based on the gut feeling that this is the best strategy to put more emphasis on solution quality

(remember that our analysis incorporates solution quality).

Definition of complete search neighborhood Figure 4 depicts the selection of search neighborhood def-

inition in the non-dominated variants. While no definite recommendation can be given, the results are con-

stress this and give some pointers to that works! With respect to the neighborhood organization
parameter, Figure 4b shows that it is rather irrelevant. The depth parameter appears on Figure 4c
and there also does not appear to be much to say until we remember that best improvement is not
represented at all. Let us put a pin in the claim that the latter option should not be considered and
look at the intensity of granularization as well as results on UPPPVS instances. Figure 4d is adamant
that aggressive granularization is computationally efficient and does not compromise solution quality.
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all non-dominated variants use aggressive granularization whereas the UPPPVS instances rather re-
tain regular or passive. By contrasting non-dominated variants of UPPPVS on the IFG benchmark
set, Figure 6b allows us to appreciate the importance of an aggressive granularization. Indeed, we
additionally identify non-dominated UPPPVS variants where all parameter values are kept except the
granularization which we enforce to be more aggressive. This gives us four more curves: three with
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Figure 4: Performance profiles of non-dominated variants grouped according to the definition of the search
neighborhood.

sistent over the two instance sets and show that a VND scheme is present in the non-dominated variants

twice as often as the composite neighborhood definition. Again, this result is not necessarily in line with the

frequency in which the two types of neighborhood definitions have been used in CVRP papers in the past.

Granularization Figure 5 shows the selected sparsification strengths in the non-dominated variants. For

stress this and give some pointers to that works! With respect to the neighborhood organization
parameter, Figure 4b shows that it is rather irrelevant. The depth parameter appears on Figure 4c
and there also does not appear to be much to say until we remember that best improvement is not
represented at all. Let us put a pin in the claim that the latter option should not be considered and
look at the intensity of granularization as well as results on UPPPVS instances. Figure 4d is adamant
that aggressive granularization is computationally efficient and does not compromise solution quality.
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Figure 5: Performance profiles of non-dominated variants grouped according to sparsification strengths.

the first time in our analysis, the results found for the two benchmark sets are not consistent: while on the

IFG set, strong sparsification is clearly the dominant strategy, medium and even weak sparsification show

12



the best performance on the UPPPVS set. This indicates that instance characteristics have a significant

influence on the choice of an accurate sparsification strength. Also note that the sparsification strength must

always be analyzed in combination with the sparsification criterion used for sorting the generator arcs. In

the following, we investigate the two instance sets with regards to several characteristics to explain why

the design recommendations for the two sets differ. This also provides an example of the type of analysis

that can be useful when deciding on granularization features (sparsification strength, sparsification criterion,

treatment of customer and depot arcs) in a LS for the CVRP.

Several of the characteristics that we consider to distinguish the two instance sets are based on the best-

known solutions (BKS) of the individual instances. We use the BKS of Gauthier and Irnich (2020) for IFG

and those available in the accompanying CVRPLIB (http://vrp.galgos.inf.puc-rio.br/) web

resource for UPPPVS.

Minimum sparsification factors: For each instance, we calculate the sparsification factor that is required

to include all arcs of the BKS in the list of generator arcs. We are aware that a certain arc does not have

to be included in the list of generator arcs to be inserted into the solution, but we still believe that this

measure is a good indicator to show the differences between the two instance sets. Table 1 shows the

average values computed for the depot arcs (πbksd ) and the customer arcs (πbksc ) of the two instance sets.

The results show that the minimum sparsification factors are clearly higher for the UPPPVS instances.

IFG UPPPVS

πbksd 0.28 0.88
πbksc 0.09 0.34

Table 1: Minimum sparsification factors to include BKS depot and customer arcs in the list of generator arcs.

This indicates that longer arcs are part of high-quality solutions, which explains the usage of medium

or weak sparsification in non-dominated variants. Moreover, we find that the required sparsification

factors for depot arcs are significantly higher than for customer arcs regardless of the instance set. The

UPPPVS instances even support the recommendation of Toth and Vigo (2003) that using all depot arcs

in the generator arc list can be a sensible decision. This result also makes using different sparsification

criteria and strengths for depot arcs an interesting avenue for future research (see, e.g., Schneider et al.

2017).

Arc length ratios: For each instance, we calculate an arc length ratio to analyze how much shorter BKS arcs

are in relation to the average length of an arc in the complete instance graph. We differentiate between

depot arcs (the average length of the depot arcs in the BKS is related to the average length of the

depot arcs in the instance graph) and customer arcs (analogously). Table 2 shows the average values

computed for the depot arcs (rd) and the customer arcs (rc) of the two instance sets. The results show

IFG UPPPVS

rd 0.32 0.78
rc 0.07 0.11

Table 2: Average arc length ratio of depot (rd) and customer arcs (rc).

clear differences between the two instance sets: while the arc length ratios of the customer arcs are
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only slightly smaller for the IFG instances, the depot arc length ratios for the IFG instances are much

smaller than those of UPPPVS. This confirms the need of a weaker sparsification for the UPPPVS and

substantiates the need of intelligent sparsification techniques for treating depot arcs.

Tightness of capacity constraints: For each instance, we calculate the average capacity utilization in the

BKS, defined as the ratio of the total customer demand and the vehicle capacity multiplied with the

number of routes. Averaging over all instances, we obtain a capacity utilization of 91.4% for the IFG

and 97.4% for the UPPPVS instances, indicating that the capacity constraints are more binding for the

UPPPVS instances. As a result, to obtain optimal solutions, the included arcs have to enable a high

capacity utilization and might therefore be longer. This observation contributes to explain why weaker

sparsification is beneficial for the UPPPVS instances.

Vertex distribution: Finally, the distribution of the vertices in the Euclidean plane provides additional ex-

planation. While customers are always located uniformly in the IFG instances, they are placed in

different fashions, some of them containing customer clusters, in the UPPPVS instances. If these clus-

ters have strongly differing distances from the depot, it can easily happen that all depot arcs in the

list of generator arcs connect the depot with customers from only one or at least a limited proportion

of the clusters. This leads to a reduced flexibility of the search to investigate different possibilities of

connecting the depot and the customer clusters. A weaker sparsification mitigates this effect.

Summarizing, for the IFG benchmark set, the simple sparsification criterion arc length seems suitable to

classify good arcs. As a consequence, short generator arc lists, i.e., strong sparsification, are sufficient to

generate good solutions, something desirable for GLS. For the UPPPVS benchmark, on the other hand,

arc length alone is not a good criterion so that much longer generator arc lists, i.e., weaker sparsification,

are necessary to identify good solutions. Likewise, more sophisticated criteria are needed for the UPPPVS

instances to distinguish good from bad arcs, which could allow a strong sparsification to perform well.

Thus, there are two main takeaways from our results regarding the granularization. First, if one has a very

good idea about what characterizes promising arcs, a strong sparsification can be used. If not, a weaker

sparsification might be necessary to obtain high-quality solutions. Second, good choices for the remaining

design decisions seem to be independent of the sparsification strength.

Combinations of design decisions Table 3 lists the combinations of the four design decisions that con-

stitute the non-dominated variants. Apparently, there seems to be no pattern in the sense that one design

decision, say composite neighborhood definition, exclusively goes with another one, say sequential im-

provement for the pivoting rule. We see, however, that all three Pareto variants of the UPPPVS set are also

among the non-dominated variants for the IFG instances when changing the sparsification strength (variants

3 and 7, 4 and 8, 5 and 9 match). This supports our point that the three decisions on neighborhood operators,

pivoting rule, and search neighborhood are mainly independent of the sparsification strength. Even more,

good individual design decisions are not tied to a specific combination with others, but they seem to work

well when combined with other good decisions.
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Neighborhood Pivoting Search Sparsification
Variant operators rule neighborhood strength

IFG
1 2/2*/rel/ex/strel FI VND strong
2 2/2*/rel/ex/strel 3-SI composite strong
3 all FI composite strong
4 all FI VND strong
5 all 3-SI VND strong
6 all R-10-FI VND strong

UPPPVS
7 all FI composite medium
8 all FI VND weak
9 all 3-SI VND weak

Table 3: Non-dominated combinations of design decisions.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the effect of different choices concerning the set of neighborhood operators, the

sparsification strength, the pivoting rule, and the definition of the complete search neighborhood in a granular

search for the CVRP. Based on extensive numerical studies on two CVRP benchmark sets and the use of a

Wilcoxon signed-rank test to find non-dominated algorithmic variants, we make the following observations:

• Using a large number of neighborhood operators results in superior algorithmic variants.

• When using a restricted number of neighborhood operators, including relocate and/or string-relocate

is beneficial.

• Defining the search neighborhood in VND fashion compared to a composite neighborhood is the more

frequent choice in the non-dominated algorithmic variants.

• As a pivoting rule, first improvement (and its randomized version) and sequential improvement appear

superior to best improvement.

• The accurate strength of sparsification strongly depends on the sparsification criterion used and the

characteristics of the instances to solve.

• An analysis of the minimum sparsification factors, the arc length ratios, the tightness of capacity

constraints, and the distribution of the vertices in the plane can help in the design of suitable granular-

ization techniques.

Future research will investigate whether the gained insights can be used to design a state-of-the-art granular

tabu search for the CVRP. This would provide an important contribution along the lines of developing suc-

cessful heuristics which remain conceptually simple. Here, an important question is how to treat depot arcs

when sparsifying the generator arc set.

While our computational analysis is limited to the CVRP as use case, we expect our findings to transfer to a

large part also to other VRP variants. Future research may include similar analyses on such variants and the

investigation of the given design recommendations when developing local-search-based algorithms for VRP

variants.
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Appendix

Sets of neighborhood operators

The following 17 sets of neighborhood operators are considered in our computational study:

• 2/2*/rel/ex

• 2*/rel/ex/strel

• 2*/rel/ex/stex

• 2*/rel/ex/stexi

• 2/rel/ex/strel

• 2/rel/ex/stex

• 2/rel/ex/stexi

• 2/2*/ex/strel

• 2/2*/ex/stex

• 2/2*/ex/stexi

• 2/2*/rel/strel

• 2/2*/rel/stex

• 2/2*/rel/stexi

• 2/2*/rel/ex/strel

• 2/2*/rel/ex/stex

• 2/2*/rel/ex/stexi

• all (2/2*/rel/ex/strel/stex/stexi)
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